Assessment: Course Four Column
SPRING/SUMMER 2015

El Camino: Course SLOs (MATH) - Developmental Math
ECC: MATH 12:Basic Arithmetic Skills
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems Students will be able to recognize
addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, exponentiation, factoring
and order of operations in a given
context (word problem, data,
diagram, etc.) involving non-negative
real numbers to write corresponding
mathematical expressions and solve
authentic, real-world application
problems.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - The SLO is a
simple proportion problem
incorporating a fraction number:
"A recipe for two people calls for
calls for 2 ¾ cups of sugar, but you
want to make enough for 5 people.
How many cups of sugar will you
need?"
Standard and Target for Success:
Rubric for assessing the SLO:
A score of 4 or 5 should be
considered as satisfactory (passing).
5 points The solution is completely
correct in its entirety and the
student has
demonstrated a full understanding
of the concepts involved
(a) used notation correctly
(b) has clearly shown all the steps
(c) made no algebraic errors

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14 (Fall
2013)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
•
Of the 621 students taking this SLO, 47% of
students passed. This is not a satisfactory outcome. This
shows that a majority of students in Math 12 are not
mastering the topic of proportional word problems
incorporating fractional values. More attention needs to be
paid to this topic.
•
Of the 466 that passed Math 12, 188 (40%) did
not pass the SLO. Of students who passed the course and
are persisting to the next math course this SLO shows 40%
are doing so without mastery of this topic.
•
Of the 155 that failed Math 12, 140 ( 90% ) failed
the SLO. Of students that failed this class, very few of them
are being held back with mastery of this topic. If a student
failed the class they probably failed the SLO as well.

null.courseAction: Research and
distribute to current Math 12
instructors teaching strategies
recommended by the American
Mathematical Association of Two
Year Colleges (AMATYC) that
pertain to developmental
mathematics. (06/06/2014)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
null.courseAction: Research and
distribute novel teaching
techniques to current Math 12
instructors that pertain to the
subject of the SLO. (06/06/2014)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
null.courseAction: Call a meeting
of the Developmental Math
Committee to discuss results and
create new action plans.
(06/06/2014)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
null.courseAction: Distribute
results of this assessment to all

(02/07/2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Art
Martinez
Related Documents:
Math 12 SLO Fall2013.xls

4 points The solution shows that
the student has demonstrated a
strong understanding of the skill or
10/16/2015
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions
instructors of Fall 2013 and to
current instructors in Spring 2014.
(06/06/2014)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

concepts involved, but has made
some minor error.
3 points The solution demonstrates
some conceptual understanding of
the skill or concept involved, but has
not thoroughly mastered it. One or
more major errors are present in the
solution:
(a) not completely answering the
question
(b) not using consistent notation
(c)making multiple errors in
computation
2 points The solution demonstrates
minimal conceptual understanding
of the skill or concept involved. One
or more major errors are present in
the solution:
(a) not completely answering the
question
(b) showing confused reasoning
(c) not using consistent notation
(d)making multiple errors in
computation
1 point The solution demonstrates
a very weak understanding of the
skill of concept involved.
0 points No solution presented
It is expected that 65% of students
will score 4 or greater on this SLO.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Given a menu and
an order at a fast food restaurant,
students calculate the total cost
10/16/2015

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
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worksheets to instructors dealing
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description
before tax (subtotal), the tax (using a
tax rate of 10%), and the change
received for a given payment. See
attached for the specific problem.
Standard and Target for Success:
The problem involves three parts:
1) Calculating the subtotal
2) Calculating the tax
3) Calculating the change
Students earn 1 point for each
correct part.
Scores of 2 or 3 are considered
passing.
Target for Success is that 70% of
students earn a score of 2 or 3.
Related Documents:
Math 12 SLO-1 Spring 15.pdf

10/16/2015

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

All thirteen sections of Math 12 representing 297 students
participated in this assessment.
170 students (57.2%) earned a score of 3
56 students (18.9%) earned a score of 2
42 students (14.1%) earned a score of 1
29 students (9.8%) earned a score of 0

with application problems. The
SLO report along with a sample
worksheet will be provided to all
current Math 12 instructors.
(09/08/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

76.1% of the students earned a 2 or a 3.
Based on the data, over 75% of the Math 12 students can
do arithmetic with decimals and percentages, without using
a calculator. They were able to solve an application of a
real world problem by calculating the total bill at a
restaurant and calculating the correct change.
The students struggled with calculating the tax, at 10%, and
need additional work with that topic. However, they will
cover it again in Math 23.
Students also struggled with understanding the problem,
and need more support with reading comprehension.
(09/08/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Anna
Hockman
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Terri Malouf, Beyene Bayssa, Mr.
Tesfom, Timothy Ferguson, Anna
Hockman, Ann Pham, Ashod
Minasian, Jill Evensizer, Laura
Hinckley, Robert Caldwell
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
M12 Spring 15 Instructors.xlsx
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ECC: MATH 23:Pre-Algebra
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems Students will recognize the underlying
mathematical concepts in order to
successfully evaluate expressions and
formulas in a given context (word
problems, data, diagrams, etc.) and
apply those concepts correctly in
authentic, real-world application
problems.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

10/16/2015

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students will
successfully evaluate expressions
and formulas in a given context
(word problems, data, diagrams, etc)
and apply those concepts correctly
in authentic, real-world application
problems.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Spring 2015 Semester

null.courseAction: The results
were discouraging. As a result the
following actions will be taken:
a) The SLO and the results will be
distributed to the instructors who
Seven Math 23 instructors participated in this SLO. The
participated in the Spring of 2015,
participating instructors were Tim Ferguson, Manolita
and to all current instructors of
Formanes, Thu-Hang Hoang, Huang Carrie, Alice martinez,
Math 23 in the Fall of 2015.
Tatiana Roque, and richard Wong. This amounted to 189
The question is a twist of a
b) Instructors will be advised to
students participating in the SLO.
traditional geometric perimeter
take geometric perimeter/area
problem of a rectangle with one side
problems more seriously in their
The results are given below. As a reminder, a score of 5 is
missing. The problem is attached.
courses because this appears to
Standard and Target for Success:
considered best, and a score of 0 means a student did not
be a general weakness from these
The method of grading was a 5 point attempt the problem. A score of 4 or 5 is considered
results.
rubric:
passing. Of all 189 students that took the test, 45% passed
c) Instructors will be advised to
with a score of 4 or 5. The target was 70% of the students
avoid traditional or typical
5 points - The solution is completely receiving a 4 or 5. The target result was not achieved.
geometric perimeter/area
correct in its entirety and the
problems and instead offer
student has
The results were discouraging. Only 31% solved the
variations of these problems as in
demonstrated a full understanding
problem with a score of 5. The distribution of the results for the case of the SLO. (09/11/2015)
of the concepts involved
scores 0-4 were generally uniform with a score of 14%.
Action Category: Teaching
(a) used notation correctly
Strategies
(b) has clearly shown all the steps
(c) made no algebraic errors
Score
Frequency
Percent
5
58
31%
4 points - The solution shows that
4
26
14%
the student has demonstrated a
3
26
14%
strong understanding of the skill or
2
27
14%
concepts involved, but has made
1
18
10%
some minor error.
0
34
18%
Total
189
100%
3 points - The solution demonstrates (09/11/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Art
some conceptual understanding of
the skill or concept involved, but has Martinez
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
not thoroughly mastered it. One or
more major errors are present in the Tim Ferguson, Manolita Formanes,
Thu-Hang Hoang, Huang Carrie, Alice
solution:
Generated by TracDat® a product of Nuventive
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

(a) not completely answering the
question
(b) not using consistent notation
(c)making multiple errors in
computation

Actions

Martinez, Tatiana Roque, and
Richard Wong
Reviewer's Comments:

2 points - The solution demonstrates
minimal conceptual understanding
of the skill or concept involved. One
or more major errors are present in
the solution:
(a) not completely answering the
question
(b) showing confused reasoning
(c) not using consistent notation
(d)making multiple errors in
computation
1 point - The solution demonstrates
a very weak understanding of the
skill of concept involved.
0 points - No solution presented
Passing is considered a score of a 4
or 5. Target for success is having 70%
of our students pass this problem.
Related Documents:
SP2015-SLO-Math 23 (3)(1).doc

10/16/2015
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ECC: MATH 37:Basic Accelerated Mathematics
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems - A
student will be able to recognize the
underlying mathematical concepts,
with an emphasis on linear relations,
in a given context (word problems,
data, diagrams, etc.) and apply those
concepts correctly.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 02/26/2015

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - The focus of this
assessment were computer-based
application problems on the
numeracy level (Level A) of the Math
37 curriculum. Students successfully
completing these five questions
demonstrated proficiency in one- or
two-step problems involving
operations on integers.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of students will
score a 60% (3/5) or better on this
very short assessment. No partial
credit is possible on any of these
questions, so if they solved a
majority of problems correctly, we
consider it a success.

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
We examined the data in two ways. First, we calculated the
percent of students who had success with this assessment,
i.e., met our definition of success. Fully 84% of the students
who took the assessment scored 3/5 or better (146 of 174
students), so we met our standard for success. We were a
bit disappointed that only 27% of the students scored a
perfect, 5/5, score, but overall, the results were good.
Looking at the questions one by one, we found that the
question with the lowest success rate was Question 3, with
a dissatisfying 53% success rate. This question requires a
student to divide a mixed number by a small whole number.
Since no partial credit is given on these problems, we spotchecked 30 students who failed to pass this question. We
were concerned that if any of them failed to write the final
answer in simplest terms, they would have received a 0
even though the essential problem solving had taken place.
Of the 30 students whose answers we examined, not a
single one wrote a correct answer that was marked
incorrect simply because it was not in simplest terms. We
believe that there is no simple way to account for the low
success rate of this question. The success rate for the other
four questions ranged from 70% to 90%.

null.courseAction: While the BAM
committee is please with the
results of the SLO, several
members felt displeasure with the
inability to view the students work
in using the MyMathLab (MML)
online assessment. We feel that a
pencil and paper assessment
would allow us to better assess
the understanding of the
students. This is particularly true
with problem 3, as mentioned
above. Moving forward we plan to
change the assessment tool from
the MML to a pencil and paper
method. Furthermore, as the
mixed-numbers problem was the
least successful problem, we plan
to pay closer attention to how
much time is spent on this topic in
class and in MML, and we will
discuss placing this topic on the
next SLO. (12/11/2015)
Action Category: SLO/PLO
Assessment Process

After many semesters of online assessments, we have come
to the conclusion that we learn very little from them. Our
plan is to develop robust hand-written assessments that can
be used to measure multiple learning outcomes.
(09/18/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Lars
Kjeseth
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Christopher Dean, Diaa Eldanaf,
Azziz Shihabi, Ambika Silva, Jose
Villalobos, Art Martinez, Ruth
10/16/2015
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Zambrano, Juan Ortiz, Jose Martinez,
Yarlmoli Murugiah
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
Math 37 SLO 1 Spring 2015.xlsx
Math 37 SLO 1 Spring 2015 Questions.pdf

10/16/2015
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ECC: MATH 40:Elementary Algebra
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems Students will be able to recognize
linear and quadratic equations in a
given context, and use mathematical
reasoning and problem solving skills
to solve authentic, real world
application problems.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

10/16/2015

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
asked to set up two linear equations
based on an application problem.
Then they were required to respond
to a question regarding the two
linear equations.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
407 students in 18 sections of Math 40 were assessed on
this SLO: 83 students or 20% scored a 0, 56 students or 14%
scored a 1, 122 students or 30% scored a 2 and 146
students or 36% scored a 3. These results show that 66% of
the students were successful on the SLO. These students
Question:
were able to write two linear equations based on the
The Alpha Company offers a pay as
situation given in the word problem and they were able to
you go cell phone plan for $10 per
month plus 6 cents per minute. The use their equations to find out for how many minutes of
Beta Company offers a pay as you go talking will the price of the two phone plans be the same.
cell phone plan for $15 per month
Students who were unsuccessful on this SLO had difficulties
plus 2 cents per minute.
with setting up the linear equations. The students who
scored a 0 were not able to set up either of the two linear
a. Write an equation to represent
equations. Students who scored a 1 were able to set up
the cost of the plan using the Alpha
one of the linear equations or they were able to answer the
Company? Let x be the number of
question about when the cost would be the same without
minutes that you talked.
using an algebraic approach but they used some other
Cost =
problem solving technique to answer the question. The
___________________
main issue students had with this SLO question was using
the appropriate units to write their equations. The problem
b. Write an equation to represent
involved charging 2 cent or 6 cents a minute for the phone
the cost of the plan using the Beta
call yet they used the numbers 2 and 6 instead of .02 and
Company? Let x be the number of
.06. Most instructors mentioned that they need to spend
minutes that you talked.
more time with their students on unit conversions. Some
Cost = __________________
instructors also noted that they need to spend more time
helping students to recognize the different types of word
c. When will the two costs be the
problems. (08/11/2015)
same?
Faculty Assessment Leader: Susanne
Bucher
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 60% of the students Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
M. Formanes, D. Ownes, A. Stillson,
will score a 2 or a 3 on this
A. Esmaeli, T. Roque, M. Mata, E.
assessment. The grading rubric is
Morales, A. Sheynshteyn, S. Bucher,
below.
A. Ovanessian, E. Wang, R. Reece, J.
Generated by TracDat® a product of Nuventive

Actions
null.courseAction: The results of
all Math 40 SLO's will be sent out
to all current Math 40 instructors
via email. The instructors will be
encouraged to read the results
and action plans for all of the
Math 40 SLO's that have been
assessed. The actions include
some teaching strategies and
worksheets that the instructors
will be encouraged implement this
semester in their classes.
(09/04/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
null.courseFollowUp: An email
was sent out to all current Math
40 instructors asking them to read
over the SLO report and to pay
close attention to the actions.
Instructors were encouraged to
try some of the suggested
activities to improve the SLO
results. (08/30/2015)
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Score of 0: Student cannot answer
any of the three questions correctly.
Score of 1: Student can correctly
answer one of the three questions.
Score of 2: Student can correctly
answer two of the three questions.
Score of 3: Student can correctly
answer all of the questions.

Actions

Gill, C. Yang, M. Xu
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
SLO Results Math 40 Spring 2015.xlsx

Related Documents:
Math 40 SLO #1 Question Spring
2015

10/16/2015
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ECC: MATH 60:Elementary Geometry
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems Students will be able to define
geometric terms, polygons, and
shapes and apply characteristics of
the shapes to solve geometric
problems.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Sketch & Label
Quadrilateral
Sketch, label and mark the
following figure: trapezoid PQRS
with PQ perpendicular to QR and PQ
parallel to RS. Also angle S = 75
degrees.
Use the information given
to find the measures of angle R and
angle P.
Standard and Target for Success:
Rubric for SLO #1 Assessment:
Objective: Sketch and label a
geometric figure and use the
characteristics of that figure to find
specific values associated with the
figure.

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Data was collected from 4 of the 4 sections of Geometry.
Xu, El Abyad & Tummers collected data and the results are
as follows:
114 students completed SLO
58 students scored 3 (50.9%)
21 students scored 2 (18.4%)
23 students scored 1 (20.2%)
12 students scored 0 (10.5%)

null.courseAction: Although this
SLO will not be assessed for a few
more semesters, it is clear that
students need more practice in
drawing figures correctly.
Geometry teachers will be
encouraged to consider including
written descriptions of figures on
homework and other assessments
as a way to help students improve
their ability to draw an accurate
figure from a written description.
(12/16/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

The target of at least 75% of students getting a 2 or 3 was
NOT met. The analysis of student work indicated that in
many cases, the figure was not drawn correctly, thus
resulting in incorrect values for the angles. (05/21/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Susie
Tummers
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Susie Tummers, Abdel El Abyed, May
Xu
Related Documents:
Ma60-Spring2015-DataTally

EXCELLENT: (3)
•
Figure drawn correctly
with appropriate markings.
•
75° angle drawn accurately
•
Correct values for angle R
and angle P
•
Techniques used to solve
problem clearly indicate student has
an excellent understanding of
concept.
SATISFACTORY: (2)
•
Figure drawn with less
than 2 errors.
•
75° angle drawn within 5
10/16/2015
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

degrees of error
•
Correct values for angle R
and angle P
•
Techniques used to solve
problem indicate student has a
satisfactory understanding of
concept.
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT: (1)
•
Figure drawn with 2 or
more errors.
•
75° angle is incorrect
•
Incorrect values of angle R
and/or angle P
•
Techniques used to solve
problem clearly indicate student has
deficiencies in understanding the
concept.
UNSATISFACTORY: (0)
•
Figure is non-existent or
extremely wrong.
•
No evidence of the
student’s ability to use a protractor
correctly
•
Techniques used to solve
problem clearly indicate student
does not understand the concept.
TARGET: At least 75% of students
will score a 2 or 3 on the given
problem.

10/16/2015
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ECC: MATH 67:General Education Algebra
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems Students will be able to recognize and
apply appropriate mathematical
concepts and models involving a
variety of functions to contextualized
problems involving authentic, realworld data.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Exam/Test/Quiz - Each section
instructor administered the quiz to
her/his section(s) and then assessed
the understanding using a three
point rubric. The results are below.
Passing the course indicates that a
student received the grade of A, B,
or C and could move on to a tranfer
level course.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
In Spring 2015 139 total students took the SLO quiz. The
data was separated into four categories:
1. Passed both SLO and course. (88 students, 63%)
2. Passed the course, but not the SLO (18 students, 13.7%)
3. Passed the SLO , but not the course (18 students, 12.9%)
4. Passed neither the SLO nor the course (14 students,
10.1%),

null.courseAction: We think that
the results indicate that the
course is strong in getting
students to incorporate real world
data in their math tool box. This is
even though we have had a
rotation of adjunct faculty in
various semesters. Ideally, we
would have financial support for
adjuncts to participate in course
coordination and meetings so that
The numbers above show a high correlation between
the course is consistent from
passing the course and passing the SLO. We take this to
Standard and Target for Success:
semester to semester. Our action
mean that the SLO is generally reflective of the content of
The quiz was assessed with a three
is to communicate and coordinate
the course that is assessed.
point rubric. 3 points = good
with our division to see if we can
understanding, 2 points= adequate
generate funding for support for
understanding, but not complete, 1= If we look strictly at the numbers that indicate passage of
the adjunct faculty. Our ultimate
the SLO we find that 76.3% (106 students) passed the SLO . goal would be to have a
Little to no understanding. A
This exceeds our target of 70%. This SLO was testing the
student passed the SLO if a 3 or 2
designated course coordinator
was assigned to the quiz and did not students ability to recognize and apply appropriate
with release time and
mathematical concepts to contextual problems with real
pass the SLO if a 1 was assigned to
institutionalized financial support
world data. We take the results to mean that the majority
the quiz.
for all adjunct instructors for
of students are learning to read and apply real world data at training for this non standard
the level of this course. Our next assessment cycle on this
course. (09/11/2016)
SLO we are contemplating increasing our target for passage. Action Category: Program/College
Support
Passed Course
107/139 77.0%
Passed
SLO
106/139 76.3%
Not Passed course 32/139 23.0%
Not
passed SLO
33/139 24%

(09/11/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Susan
Bickford
10/16/2015
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Susan Taylor, Christina Watson, Ben
Mitchell, Emmanuel Ndoumna
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
Quiz11_SLOSp 2015.pdf

10/16/2015
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ECC: MATH 73:Intermediate Algebra for General Education
Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

SLO #1 Application Problems Students will be able to recognize and
apply appropriate mathematical
concepts and models involving a
variety of functions to contextualized
problems (authentic, real-world
applications).
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

Exam/Test/Quiz - Question: Casey
wants to join a gym. She looks
online and sees the following ads. LA
Fitness has a $99 initiation fee with a
$29.95. Gold's Gym is $19.99. Note:
Gold’s Gym didn’t say on the ad that
it has $199 initiation fee. Let f(x) be
the function that represents the
total cost for LA Fitness, where x is
the number of months.

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
This semester, we had 623 Math 73 students were tested
on SLO #1. Of the 623 students, 72 students or 12% of the
students scored a 0. There were 107 students (17%) who
scored a 1, 174 students (28%) scored a 2, and 270 students
(43%) scored a 3.

null.courseAction: Have students
work on application problems that
relate to real world situations.
Create activities for students to
work on in class so they have
more time to practice with their
peers on real world application
problems. (09/10/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

This means that 71% of those students tested were
considered successful on this, by scoring a 2 or 3. This
means that these students were able to recognize and apply
appropriate mathematical concepts and models involving a
variety of functions to authentic, real-world applications.

a.) Let g(x) be the function that
represents the total cost for Gold’s
Gym, where x is the number of
months. Be sure to Note: Gold’s Gym
didn’t say on the ad that it has $199 Students that were unsuccessful had difficulties setting up
the equations correctly, and were unable to answer
initiation fee. Find the equations
subsequent answers correctly. Students who could not set
for f(x) and g(x).
up the equation correctly struggled with doing the other
b.) Casey decides to join Gold’s Gym. parts of the equations. (09/10/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ambika
Her fitness plans fall apart, and she
quits the gym after just two months. Silva
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Was Gold’s Gym the better choice,
Kasabian, Ng, Wan, Saakian,
or in hindsight should she have
Granich, MARTINEZ, Wang, Numrich,
chosen LA Fitness and why?
Hockman, Broderick, HENG,
Martinez, Roeun, Moreno, Beckettc.) After how many months will the
Lemus
two memberships have the same
Reviewer's Comments:
total cost? Explain your reasoning
Related Documents:
using a table, graph, or algebraic
SLO Data M73 SP2015.xlsx
methods.
Math 73 SLO SPRING 2015 SLO#1.docx
Use the following rubric:
0 –No understanding
Leaves
question blank or there is no correct
work
1 –Some understanding
Does
10/16/2015
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Course SLO

Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

part a) correctly, but not b) or c)
2 –Most understanding
Does
two parts correctly, understands b)
and c) even if a) is incorrect.
3- Complete understanding All
parts are correct

Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 70% of the students
will score a 2 or higher on this SLO
question.

10/16/2015
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ECC: MATH 80:Intermediate Algebra for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
Course SLO
SLO #1 Application Problems Students will be able to solve
application problems involving linear,
quadratic, polynomial, rational,
radical, exponential and logarithmic
functions.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015)
Input Date: 11/20/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
asked to us a quadratic function to
solve a real world scenario involving
revenue as a function of demand.
Students were told that at $25 per
unit, a toy has annual sales of 5,500
units. Students were informed that
the manufactures of the toy are
considering raising the price of the
toy by ‘x’ dollars per unit. Using the
results of a market survey, the
manufacturer estimates that each $1
increase in price will result in a
decrease in the number of sales of
the toy by 125 units per year.
Students were informed that
revenue is equal to price times units
sold and for each of the following
sub-questions students were
instructed to show their work to
justify their solutions. For part A)
they were asked to find an equation
R(x) that models the revenue as a
function of ‘x’ (the solution is
quadratic function). For part B)
students were asked to determine
the expected revenue if the
manufacturer raises the price to
$32.50. Finally, for part C) students
were asked to find the unit price that
maximizes the total revenue. The
question given follows:
When priced at $25 each, a toy has
annual sales of 5,500 units. The
manufacturer is considering raising
the price of the toy by ‘x’ dollars.

10/16/2015

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Data: The Rubric for this assessment is on a scale of 0 to 3;
where the score directly correlated to the number of
correct answers each student provided. The following data
was gathered with the participation of 18 out of 21
instructors (85.71%), including 24 out of 27
sections(88.89%). With a total of 538 students; 91 out of
the 538 (16.91%) students were not able to accurately
answer any of the questions and earned a ‘0’, 80 out of the
538 (14.87%) students were able to accurately answer only
1 question and earned a ‘1’, 113 out of the 538 (21.00%)
students were able to accurately answer 2 out of the 3
questions and earned a ‘2’, and finally 254 out of the 538
(47.21%) students were able to accurately answer all 3
questions and earned a ‘3’.

null.courseAction: The results of
the Assessment will be analyzed
by the Committee D members and
a plan of action for the next time
we evaluate this SLO will be
developed (09/12/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Additionally, some instructors volunteered students’ final
course grade information and the following data was
compiled: 264 out 464 students (57%) passed the SLO
question with a score of ‘2’ or ‘3’ and also passed the course
with a grade of ‘A’,’B’, or ‘C’ , 46 out 464 students (10%)
passed the SLO question with a score of ‘2’ or ‘3’ but failed
to successfully pass the course by earning a ‘D’,’ F’, ‘I’, or
‘W’, 101 out 464 students (22%) failed the SLO question
with a score of ‘0’ or ‘1’ and also failed to successfully pass
the course by earning a ‘D’,’ F’, ‘I’, or ‘W’, and finally 53 out
464 students (11%) failed the SLO question with a score of
‘0’ or ‘1’ and also failed to successfully pass the course by
earning a ‘D’,’ F’, ‘I’, or ‘W’.
Instructor comments:
The most common instructor response to the SLO results
was that of satisfaction and the general agreement that
those students who did their homework passed the
assessment. One instructor responded: ” …The students
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Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Using the results of a market survey,
the manufacturer estimates that
each $1 increase in price will
decrease sales by 125 units.
A) Find an equation R(x) that models
the revenue as a function of ‘x’.
(Show your work) hint: Revenue =
(price)*(units sold)
B) If the manufactur
Standard and Target for Success:
The target for this Assessment is to
have more than 60% of our students
reach either "much understanding'
or "complete understanding"; that
is, for more that 60% of our students
to earn a score of '2' or '3'

Actions

who studied, did there homework and attended regularly
did well on this question. I was happy with the results. “
Another wrote, “My results met my expectations in the
following sense: the results were well correlated to the
amount of homework and effort consistently put into the
class.”
Another common instructor response was to note that
students continue to exhibit very poor study habits. One
instructor responded” … my experience continues to be
that the majority of them have poor work habits, little selfdiscipline, and a general lack of willingness to engage in the
classroom experience and be successful.”
Several instructors commented on successful strategies that
they implemented. One instructor responded “… having
students generate the appropriate model equations and
presenting their results verbally to the class. This act of
actively verbalizing their thought process I feel is very
valuable to their understanding of the subject matter.”
While another wrote, ” Working on the board was very
productive and allowed students to ask questions on the
spot.” And still another instructor wrote” In particular for
this revenue type application problem, I found that creating
a worksheet with similar exercises for in-class practice is
useful. In particular, having students generate the
appropriate model equations and presenting their results
verbally to the class. This act of actively verbalizing their
thought process I feel is very valuable to their
understanding of the subject matter.”
Some instructors also included several strategies for success
that they plan to implement the next time they teach this
course, one instructor wrote,” The next time that this topic
appears, I am considering having students work problems of
this type in pairs and explain to each other how they set up
the equations.” Another instructor wrote, “Next time when
I teach Math 80 again, I will integrate the topic of
exponential functions and logarithmic functions throughout
the course” Finally one instructor noted that putting the
question on the final exam was resulting in many students

10/16/2015
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Assessment Method
Description

Assessment Data & Analysis

Actions

opting to skip it; he wrote “..If they (students) think they
have answered enough problems to score what they need,
they may even leave them blank. When it comes to Math,
they don't aim very high, just looking to pass.” , as a result
“… I may have to introduce the SLO Questions in a different
way than just always putting them on the Final Exam. Such
as quiz them on the problem shortly after introducing it to
them.” Please see attached document for the complete list
of instructor comments.
Summary: In general most instructors indicated that they
were satisfied with their results. Our results indicate that
367 of the 538 (68%) students either earned a perfect score
or missed only 1 question; this result exceeds our target of
60%. These results indicate that were doing well with this
SLO question and that were ready to raise our target
expectation a little higher next time.
(09/11/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Eduardo
J Barajas
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Eduardo Barajas, Aban Seyedin,
Zachary Marks, Trudy Meyer, , Bob
Lewis, Michael Bateman, Linda Ho,
Robert Horvath, Greg Scott, , H
Hamza, Eduardo Morales, Jasmine
Ng, Paul Yun, Greg Fry, Jeff Cohen, M
Georgevich, Z Dammena, C Huang
Reviewer's Comments:
Related Documents:
Math 80 SLO reports Spring 15.xlsx
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